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ABSTRACT 

Discrete-event simulation has been established as an important methodology in various domains. In par-
ticular in the automotive industry, simulation is used to plan, control, and monitor processes including the 
flow of material and information. Procedure models help to perform simulation studies in a structured 
way and tools for data preparation or statistical analysis provide assistance in some phases of simulation 
studies. However, there is no comprehensive data assistance following all phases of such procedure mod-
els. In this article, a new approach combining assistance functionalities for input and output data analysis 
is presented. The developed tool – EDASim – focuses on supporting the user in selection, validation, and 
preparation of input data as well as to assist the analysis of output data. The proposed methods have been 
implemented and initial evaluations of the concepts have led to promising feedback from practitioners. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, discrete-event simulation has been established as an important methodology in various 
domains (Wenzel, Boyaci, and Jessen 2010). In particular in the automotive industry, simulation is used 
to plan, to control, and to monitor processes including the flow of material and information (Mayer and 
Spieckermann 2010). The high complexity of systems under examination and their corresponding simula-
tion models lead to an increasing demand for assistance at different phases of simulation studies.  

Simulation studies are often performed following procedure models which provide guidelines for the 
professional performance of simulation studies (Rabe, Spieckermann, and Wenzel 2008a). For some 
phases of such models, there exist supporting tools, for instance, to prepare data or to perform statistical 
analyses. However, there is no comprehensive support following all phases of such procedure models. In 
this paper, results of a collaboration between the University of Kassel, Goethe University Frankfurt, Uni-
versity of Trier, SimPlan AG, INCONTROL Simulation Solutions, UST Umweltsensortechnik GmbH, 
Continental Automotive, and VDA German Association of the Automotive Industry (industry workgroup 
"Ablaufsimulation – Process Simulation”) are presented. In two collaborative research projects, method-
ologies have been developed in order to provide assistance functionalities for specific phases of a simula-
tion study (cf. Figure 1).  
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The initial project AssistSim (Development and Evaluation of Assistance Functionalities for the Sim-

ulation of Logistic Processes; HessenAgentur Project No. 185/09-15) addresses support during the design 
and execution phase of simulation studies. In AssistSim, the experimental design of simulation studies is 
supported by a structured capturing of experiments’ objectives of investigation as well as corresponding 
variables and measurements. Integrated checklists facilitate the identification of needed variables. A map-
ping of the identified variables and measurements to actual input and output data of specific simulation 
models enables the second main feature of AssistSim – the simulation execution assistance. Simulation 
models are executed automatically with desired numbers of replications, setting input values as specified 
in the experimental design phase and capturing all results in the AssistSim database. More details can be 
found in (Lattner et al. 2011). One result of the evaluation of AssistSim was a significant demand for as-
sistance in the handling, analysis, and interpretation of input and output data. Therefore, the project 
EDASim (Development of Data Assistance for Simulation Studies in Production and Logistics; Hesse-
nAgentur Project No. 260/11-06) focuses on the assistance of the selection, assessment, and preparation 
of input data as well as the analysis of output data.  

This paper presents a new approach to an assistance of data analysis in the context of simulation stud-
ies ranging from input data acquisition and preparation to output data analysis. Furthermore an architec-
ture and prototype are presented.   

 
 

 

Figure 1: Focus of AssistSim and EDASim within a simulation study (restricted to operative tasks) 

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, a brief overview of related work is provided with fo-
cus on the support of data analysis regarding simulation input data as well as output data. The current 
state of the art analysis from a simulation expert perspective is presented in section 3. A new approach to 
support input and output data analysis is introduced in Section 4. The resulting software architecture and 
prototype of EDASim are introduced in Section 5. The article closes with a discussion of the results and 
future work. 
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2 RELATED WORK – SUPPORT FOR DATA ANALYSIS 

The results of an online survey, which was sent to 181 simulation experts and users within the VDA 
(German Association of the Automotive Industry) in the year 2010, point out that the effort of data acqui-
sition in simulations studies is estimated to be between 5 and 50 percent of the overall project effort; the 
calculated median is 20 percent (Huber and Wenzel 2011). Additionally, the effort for verification and 
validation of data and models uses up to 21 percent of the overall project effort. Kuhnt and Wenzel (2010) 
give the following reasons for the significant efforts to acquire required information: missing data, limited 
access to data sources and low quality of collected data. Furthermore, they point out, that there is a lack of 
standardized or best-practice checklists and procedure models, which are applicable for information ac-
quisition in simulation studies. The relevance of input data and the impact of input data quality for the 
quality of simulation results are discussed, for example, in Rabe and Hellingrath (2001), Skoogh and Jo-
hansson (2008), VDI 3633, Part 1 (2010), Wenzel and Bernhard (2008), and Kuhnt and Wenzel (2010). In 
this context, Wenzel et al. (2008) point out, that non-representative data or uncertain data cause non pre-
dictable effects to simulation results and therefore can lead to doubtful decisions concerning the system. 
Related work investigates the impact of quality of information for a simulation study on the quality of re-
sults (Wenzel, Abel, and Willmann 2011).  

However, it has to be kept in mind that the research on use and impact of information and data in 
simulation studies stands in the broader context of research on information and data quality in general 
(see, for example, Hildebrandt 2004, Eppler and Witting 2000, Eppler 2006, Naumann 2007). 

First research addressing the automated analysis of experimental data has already been performed in 
the 1950s (cf. Valdes-Perez 1999). In the following decades, the field of automated scientific discovery 
has evolved which has a strong overlap to the field of data mining (Williamson 2010). In several articles, 
approaches to knowledge discovery in various domains have been considered, for instance, for the identi-
fication of physical laws (Schmidt and Lipson 2009) and for the automation of biochemical experiments 
(King et al. 2009). 

Some of the aforementioned publications address the analysis of output data of simulation experi-
ments. The system “Explora” for knowledge discovery provides support to identify interrelations in re-
sults of simulation studies for planning political decisions. These results include expected consequences if 
certain laws were adapted, e.g., what types of households would benefit most from new regulations with 
respect to children’s allowance (Klösgen 1996). Better, Glover, and Laguna (2007) present an approach to 
simulation optimization where data mining methods are used during optimization in order to separate 
good quality from bad quality solutions in the parameter space. A similar approach is introduced by Burl 
et al. (2006) where active learning with support vector machines is used to identify parameter configura-
tions for future simulation runs which are expected to lead to a high information gain. Robinson (2005) 
presents a tool based on Microsoft Excel which can be coupled to the simulation software SIMUL8 for 
the analysis of simulation output data. Recent works address assistance functionality in order to estimate 
the needed number of replications or to estimate if significant differences between two variants are ex-
pected in simulation studies (Hoad, Robinson, and Davis 2009, Lattner, Bogon, and Timm 2011). 

In the work presented in this paper, operational support for structured capturing and assessment of in-
put data is provided. In this regard, the aforementioned studies addressing input data quality constitute the 
basis for the requirement analysis of corresponding software components of the EDASim approach. For 
the analysis of output data, besides established analysis methods, the application of sequential pattern 
mining algorithms is proposed in this approach. Rules extracted from such frequent sequential patterns 
are similar to the ones presented in the work of Klösgen (1996), but can also reflect a temporal ordering 
of events. In order to apply these data mining algorithms to manufacturing simulation data, quantitative 
measurements with timestamp information need to be transformed to a qualitative representation. Fur-
thermore, the flexible plug-in framework of EDASim enabling to easily extend the system by adding new 
components is a distinguishing feature of our approach in comparison to the aforementioned works. 
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3 PRESENT SITUATION ANALYSIS FROM A SIMULATION EXPERT PERSPECTIVE  

Assisting simulation experts is not only an interesting approach from a research point of view, but is also 
of high relevance to application and use of simulation in an industry context. The vision of being able to 
guide and assist a simulation expert in a holistic manner throughout all steps of a simulation study would 
be a substantial progress compared with today’s way of working. The high stake the VDA with engineers 
from the car manufacturers Audi, BMW, Daimler, Opel, and VW and the automotive suppliers Bertrandt, 
Continental, EDAG, Schäffler, and ZF have in both of the consecutive research activities is in itself an in-
dicator for the relevance of the research activities for practitioners. However, the main motivation for the 
participating companies is different: even though procedure models for simulation studies are common 
sense and are widely used throughout the industry, executing the procedures, i.e., carrying out a simula-
tion study is still a process mainly depending on the skills and experiences of the simulation experts in-
volved. Also, capturing meta-information (e.g., the collection, preparation, storage) and documentation of 
simulation input and output data are rather performed individually and in many cases manually. Statistical 
procedures are – if applied at all – performed either in spreadsheet software, or within the simulation 
software itself resulting in an often poor documentation of test results, confidence intervals etc. All in all, 
the manual processing of the procedure steps, data handling, and experimentation leads to problems in 
terms of loss of efficiency or loss of knowledge about the simulation study. At the same time simulation 
models in the automotive industry sometimes live for several years, while the simulation expert responsi-
ble for the model changes (possibly several times) during this period (Mayer and Spieckermann 2010). In 
these and similar situations it is not only important to follow a simulation procedure model, but it is rele-
vant to know, e.g., the background of modeling decisions taken one, two, or five years ago, the specific 
user requirements which led to the decisions, the origin of the data used in the model, the way the results 
were created etc.  

From a technical point of view common procedures to data analysis in simulation experiments are 
based on the brute force method: before simulation it is important to prepare the input data, such that me-
ta-information is linked to the data. Collected data sets are validated to ensure valid simulation runs and to 
get feasible output data. Furthermore, the simulation expert has to pre-process and to select input data for 
simulation by applying various statistical methods to clean-up and prepare the data set for simulation. 
Additionally, the data have to be connected to the simulation model, which requires detailed domain 
knowledge. After performing the experiments, the simulation expert has to run various statistical tests and 
statistical models to summarize and to prepare the experiment evaluation. Numerous test results are creat-
ed and have to be screened. All these steps must be documented to get a report and to summarize all rele-
vant results. Only users with a certain degree of expertise are able to generate high quality reports of sim-
ulation studies and even for them, a support in this process is desired. Especially the interpretation of 
output data includes major challenge as interesting results can be missed in the resulting “crowd of infor-
mation”. 

4 EDASIM: A NEW APPROACH TO INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA ANALYSIS 

EDASim addresses an integrated input and output data analysis in the context of simulation studies. 
Therefore, it contains assistance functionality for input data (acquisition, collection and preparation, meta-
information annotation, and data validation), statistical analysis and inference, data visualization and re-
porting tools. In the following two subsections more details on the EDASim approach on input data as 
well as on output data analysis and management are discussed.  

4.1 Information Acquisition and the Impact of Input Data Quality 

At the beginning of the information acquisition for a simulation study it is necessary to clarify which in-
put data are generally necessary to achieve the goals of the study, and which quality these data need to 
have in order to be credible. Models and results in simulation are then referred to as credible, “if enough 
indicators, indications, arguments or perhaps even evidence are available that show that the simulation 
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model fulfills the purpose intended, as far as possible” (translated from German original: Berchtold et al. 
2002, p. 135). According to Wenzel and Bernhard (2008) the fulfillment of enterprise-specific, project-
based or individually defined acceptance criteria is a measure of the credibility that the user assigns to the 
model (see also Robinson 2004, Rabe, Spieckermann, and Wenzel 2008b, Balci et al. 2000). Transferring 
this statement to credibility of information and data it seems to be relevant to ask when is credibility of 
data needed and how it can be achieved and identified.  

According to the differentiation of the terms “Verification and Validation (V&V)” discussed in the 
literature (cp. Balci 2003, Rabe, Spieckermann, and Wenzel 2009), verification (“Are the data correct?”) 
deals rather with syntactical questions (“Is the data format correct? Are the data accurate and con-
sistent?”) and validation (“Are that the right data?”) with questions in terms of correctness of data relating 
to system pre-settings and to questions about the suitability for the appropriate task. Analogous to the 
V&V in the simulation modeling process Kuhnt and Wenzel (2010) as well as Wenzel and Bernhard 
(2008) specify in their works in the Collaborative Research Centre "Modeling of Large Logistics Net-
works" (SFB 559), supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, that the entire process of infor-
mation acquisition (identification of the necessary information, information collection, if necessary data 
recording, statistical data analysis and data usability test) has to be combined with V&V of the respective 
results of the steps. Finally, the process of information acquisition has to be finalized with the question 
whether the identified data satisfy the qualitative information needs of the later application. 

In this context Bernhard, Dragan, and Wenzel (2007) define information quality as the set of quality 
attributes of information or of an information process, which refers to its ability to satisfy given require-
ments. To assess the quality of information, they define quality criteria for the content, the meaning, the 
origin and the use of information: 

 
1. Content-related aspects of the quality of information refer to the purely technical information 

quality (recording errors and gaps, corruptions) and therefore to the correctness of the infor-
mation, independent of the meaning of information, satisfaction of information needs (complete-
ness) and the degree of the independence of the information content of the persons involved (ob-
jectivity). 

2. Aspects of the meaning of information refer to the quality of information regarding the interpret-
ability and hence the contextual quality. These aspects comprise the timeliness of the information 
(currency), the degree of clearness and clarity of the information content (comprehensibility) and 
the degree of coverage of the necessary information needs (congruence). 

3. Aspects of the origin are used to evaluate the source of information and thus the expected quality 
of the information contained therein. The availability and accessibility of information in principle, 
but also the reconstruction of the process of gathering information (traceability) and the reliability 
of the information from the source are evaluated. If multiple information sources are used, in ad-
dition, the degree of similarity of structure and semantics of information (homogeneity) can be 
important. 

4. With respect to the utilization of information, the correspondence between the collected and pre-
pared data and the requirements from the application are checked. The importance of information 
for the application (relevance) and the suitability in terms of the granularity of the data and the 
use of the data in the method respectively in the simulation tool used have to be ensured. 

The above theoretical preliminary work and industry-related research to obtain databases for simula-
tion studies (cp., for example, Bockel, Csanady, and Wenzel 2008) are incorporated into the research pro-
ject EDASim to provide assisting functionality that leads to an increase in the quality of input data. In or-
der to address item 4 of the list above, EDASim provides checklists to systematically collect and 
prioritize information needs for a simulation right from the start. This helps, e.g., to document the rele-
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vance of the information for a specific objective within the scope of a project itself but also for re-use for 
future projects. 

Furthermore, EDASim functions make sure that the information sources within an enterprise can be 
administrated with the help of meta-information and be linked to the information required for the simula-
tion study, so that the coverage of required information with the actual available information can be as-
sured (congruence). At the same time, the evaluation of information regarding objectivity and actuality is 
supported (item 1 and 2) and traceability of information acquisition (item 3) is maintained. 

With additional functionalities providing statistical methods, the user receives assistance to ensure the 
completeness, correctness and accuracy of its input data (item 1). These functionalities provide methodo-
logical expertise, which is needed to identify possible errors in data. In this manner, an important step in 
support of the input data verification can be achieved. 

4.2 Output Data and Output Data Analysis 

Besides the aforementioned task to identify needed sources for simulation studies and to assess the input 
data quality, another challenge is to analyze simulation output data and to support the expert to draw con-
clusions from the results. Complex models can consist of numerous parameters as well as a number of 
measurements. Multiple simulation runs including replications of particular variants can originate huge 
amounts of output data. In order to avoid “getting lost” in these data, support in the form of statistical 
analysis as well as the identification of patterns in the data are desired in this context.  

The approach for output data analysis, as implemented in EDASim, is intended to be generic in the 
sense that results from arbitrary simulation models can be examined, e.g., the buffer states of simulated 
factories or the output of a production line. The simulation models under consideration typically are sto-
chastic and hence will use random variables. Besides simulation output data that are measured once (e.g., 
a factory’s output at the end of a simulation run), there can be time-dependent measurements (like the ca-
pacity level of a buffer over time). 

With respect to the analysis of the output data generated by user-defined simulation studies, EDASim 
provides functionalities that include the computation of certain statistics (mean value, standard deviation, 
confidence intervals, etc.), significance tests, outlier identifications, distribution fitting, identification of 
interrelations (supervised and unsupervised learning), and an automated categorization of numeric values. 
The corresponding parameters which are relevant for the particular functionality are stored in a common 
database. The user has the possibility to change these values, e.g., the error rate of the confidence interval 
or of the significance test, both temporary and permanent for specific projects. 

Although other tools are available providing statistical functionalities, it is useful to provide an inte-
grated solution in order to avoid system discontinuities, i.e., that the user has to deal with multiple pro-
grams for the analysis. Concerning the assessment of data accuracy, a functionality has been designed 
which computes the confidence interval of data. This functionality provides in addition to the interval, 
basic statistical values like arithmetical mean or standard deviation and a chart of the single values as well 
as of the confidence interval. For the performance of significance tests from two samples, a t-test has been 
integrated (paired/unpaired sample, one-/two-tailed test). An interesting aspect regarding output results of 
simulations is to estimate the existing distribution of measurements. For this purpose, the Chi-squared test 
is used (e.g., Greenwood and Nikulin 1996). For more details about the distribution fitting approach see 
(Lattner et al. 2012). 

In order to identify regularities in simulation output data, supervised as well as unsupervised machine 
learning algorithms are integrated into our approach. In the first case, a supervised learning task is set up 
to train a classifier using results of performed simulation runs. The use of symbolic machine learning ap-
proaches like decision tree or decision rule learning is proposed as they lead to comprehensible descrip-
tions which can be interpreted by human decision makers (e.g., Quinlan 1993, Cohen 1995). Such a 
trained classifier can be used, for instance, to separate good quality solutions (regarding a measurement 
like factory output) or to find descriptions for certain situations (e.g., simulation runs where a specific 
buffer capacity is exceeded or a machine’s workload is very low). These classifiers can be used to provide 
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a general description about regularities of the different classes or can later be used to predict certain out-
comes of settings even without performing simulation runs. The predicted outcome can be of interest if it 
has to be decided whether certain settings should be taken into account for simulation. A filtering based 
on such a classification can thus help to focus computational time on those settings which are expected to 
be more interesting. 

For the unsupervised identification of regularities, an approach to sequential pattern mining is inte-
grated. These pattern mining approaches take as input a sequence of “events” and identify frequent pat-
terns which then can be transformed into (temporal) association rules like “If breakdown(machine7) then 
empty(buffer2) and low_workload(machine9)”. In order to generate the needed input, events and their 
corresponding timestamps have to be extracted from simulation runs. In our work, an implementation of 
RuleGrowth (Fournier-Viger et al. 2011) of the Sequential Pattern Mining Framework provided by Four-
nier-Viger (2012) is used in order to identify frequent sequential patterns. 

5 EDASIM ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOTYPE 

In the previous section, the fundamental concepts of EDASim have been introduced. These conceptuali-
zations have led to the development of an assistance system for users of simulation software. In this sec-
tion the architecture of the prototype and the prototype itself are introduced. 

EDASim is based on a flexible  architecture (see Figure 2), which is characterized by the EDASim 
database, the plug-in container, and the GUI. As a programming language, C# has been chosen for im-
plementation of the core architecture. The underlying and integrating component for the assistance system 
is the EDASim database. Here, the assistance process is logged; project specific details and information 
about the system configuration are stored. Related to the database the core system’s behavior is con-
trolled. The conceptual design of EDASim provides a modular, extensible structure where different func-
tionalities can be integrated as so called plug-ins. Plug-ins provide certain functionalities and can be load-
ed dynamically to the EDASim main system using a specific interface. As a result of this component-
oriented design, the programming language of the plug-in is not restricted by the EDASim system. In our 
project, plug-ins have been developed in C# as well as Java. The plug-in interface specifies methods for 
GUI layout as well as required methods for communication with other plug-ins and the EDASim data-
base. Additionally, plug-in developers have to implement mandatory functions in the plug-in used by the 
EDASim plug-in container for recognizing the new plug-in. As a result of the plug-in mechanism and 
specification, the system can easily be extended as desired. The assistance functionalities and developed 
plug-ins of EDASim range from data handling, statistics, and visualization and are introduced in the fol-
lowing in more detail. 

The first cluster of assistance functionalities deals with data management (plug-ins for database ac-
cess, data table visualization, and selection of data sources). Functionalities for meta-information annota-
tion (plug-in to annotate information about data sources) are included. The next cluster of functionality is 
dedicated to statistics. The assisted analysis of input data as well as output data is based upon the applica-
tion of statistical methods. Among others, in the domain of logistics it could be important to provide algo-
rithms for confidence intervals, statistical tests, categorization, pattern mining, and outlier identification. 
All these algorithms are integrated and supported by basic statistics plug-ins and offer standard configura-
tions as a starting point. In conjunction with the previous functionalities it is important to provide a visual 
access to analysis and simulation results. Therefore, data visualization plug-ins are integrated in EDASim, 
namely Gantt charts and multi-level pie charts. One valuable extension would be the assistance for an au-
tomatic generated documentation of the simulation runs with the identification of the important results to 
generate an overview about the performed study supporting beginners as well as professionals.  
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Figure 2: Sketch of the EDASim architecture 

The principle of the developed assistance system is that different projects can easily be managed and 
worked with. If a new project is created, specific requirements will arise and this potentially will lead to 
new functionality needs. Therefore, the major design principle of EDASim is to enable maximum flexibil-
ity by means of a sophisticated plug-in mechanism as introduced above. This technique allows for a pro-
ject-specific configuration of plug-ins. The user can apply a predefined set of configurations (so-called 
standard setups) or can set up plug-in parameters individually. While users with less experience can retain 
default parameters, experts can change configurations as requested. Plug-in interfaces are documented 
well such that experienced users may implement new plug-ins. Furthermore, the plug-in mechanism al-
lows for various programming languages to be used (e.g., C# or Java). Following the logic of plug-ins, the 
AssistSim system which has been developed in a preceding research activity can be integrated as a plug-
in to EDASim as well. Doing so, the automated control of performing simulation runs is utilized in 
EDASim. 

To support the specific form of dynamic functionality in EDASim, a flexible GUI concept is neces-
sary. Every plug-in can be added to the project out of the list of all plug-ins by a drag and drop mecha-
nism. Every plug-in offers its functionality on an encapsulated extra frame in the program and lets the us-
ers adjust their specific settings. All plug-ins loaded to the current project can interact with each other 
using a communication interface provided by the main application. The data of different types of loaded 
databases can be used by different plug-ins in the project. Furthermore, if the user wants to work with a 
specific set of data from the database, he can specify a query as needed and store it under a user-defined 
identifier. This data view (query) can be used in other plug-ins as input. 
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Figure 3: GUI of the EDASim system 

The GUI of the EDASim system is split up into three frames (cf. Figure 3). On the left frame all load-
ed plug-ins are listed. In the mid-frame the current project and all other loaded projects are displayed. If 
the user wants to integrate plug-in functionality into the current project, it can be integrated via drag and 
drop from the plug-in-frame or from another project adapting the plug-in’s configuration of this project. 
In the right frame the user dialogue of the currently active plug-in is shown. Here, all the user specific and 
plug-in depending settings can be done to configure the behavior of the plug-in. For example, to calculate 
the confidence interval the input dataset has to be chosen. All GUI frames of projects and plug-ins can be 
used as part of the main window as seen in Figure 3 or as a separate window. 

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Based on the analysis in cooperation with experts from practice in simulation we have identified relevant 
shortcomings in the process of input and output data handling. As a next step, assistance functionalities 
have been conceptualized and an architecture for an assistance system has been developed. The software 
architecture is implemented as a modular, extensible structure. Different plug-ins for statistics, visualiza-
tion and information management for data sources are available. The implementation of additional indi-
vidual plug-ins is possible. The prototype shows the feasibility of our concept, evaluations on realistic 
simulation scenarios are done for in-depth analysis of the EDASim approach. The cooperation of a simu-
lation software vendor and a simulation service provider within the research consortium has turned out to 
be very fruitful. One of the simulation companies has committed on pushing the development of the 
EDASim approach into the direction of a commercial software roll-out. The company also intends to 
move pre-existing software for visualization of experimental results to the new platform. The commer-
cialization of AssistSim and EDASim ideas is accelerated by the commitment of the consortium member 
VDA to support the activities beyond the formal end of the publicly funded research. 
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